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Williams sonoma peppermint bark price

Forget the expensive William Sonoma version - this easy mint peel recipe will allow you to make your own in just a few minutes! And with only 3 ingredients, it probably has everything you need right now! I love saving money, and one of the best ways to do that is to do something from
scratch as best you can. It even behaves seasonally! With this recipe you can have all the mint shell you want without getting a large piece of your wallet! On a whim I decided to try and make my own mint peel last week, and to my delight too, I found it to taste exactly like my much more
expensive counterpart! I even did it for a great group of friends and they agreed. In fact, there wasn't a single stain left in the house after the band left. William Sonoma Inspired Mint Shell RecipeNow, maybe I've never seen the cost of this mint shell before, so let me show you ... Holy cow!
Last year it was only $19.95... Talk about inflation! They are currently on sale, but no matter how much they lower the price, the way they can do less. Instead of retailing mint peel for $28.95 William Sonoma, this version made 3x as much mint bark for just $8.05! It's just like paying $2.68 a
box! Which saves you a 91%! This makes a recipe worth $87 for mint peel for $8! Even at the sale price, you still save 88%! Price break down 1 bag Guittard dark chocolate chips - $2.88 1 bag Ghiradelli white chocolate chips - $2.68 1 bag Mint - $1.50 13 Mint essential oil drops - $0.99
_________ Homemade version = $8.05
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